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Abstract:
Our musical instruments should be reconsidered in various sizes, for various purposes and being reexamined their effect and capabilities. The original instruments are already exceptional, colourful and they are suitable to be used for duo, trio, quarted chamber music teams (İlerici, 1964). It is seen that Autism spectrum disorders children are innate gifted in music. As they cannot communicate with the outside world and the social environment, they live in a withdrawn world. They should be ensured to interact with music starting from of pre-school ages. Considering the place, these children live and their socio-cultural environment, a different kind of style of musical therapy should be chosen for every children. The therapist is the half of the treating with music, and the other half is the child who is going to be treated. Children teach the therapist the style of the treatment. In other words, they are the teacher of the therapist, because these children lead the way through their interactive behavior, body language and sensory organs.
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Introduction

Turks has been one of the nations who used music therapy for the patients with mental illness. Music is a stimulant which attracts attention. It organizes people’s temperament and feelings. It makes the people who are excited to calm down and makes the people
come alive who turn in on themselves. Music activities move away the patient attention from disturbing ideas and it directs attention to the patient environment. (Ruh Sağlığı S. 193 Burhanettin Canatan, 1965)

Our mind not only affects our sense and blood pressure, it also affects our genes and molecules at the same time. Hormones penetrate the various cell nuclei of the endocrine system. (Özsel, 2002)

Our musical instruments should be reconsidered in various sizes, for various purposes and being reexamined their effect and capabilities. The original instruments are already exceptional, colorful and they are suitable to be used for duo, trio, quarted chamber music teams. (Opus 20 Türk Müziğinin Taşıdığı Değerler, Kemal İLERİCİ 1964 Ankara)

It is seen that autism spectrum disorders children are innate gifted in music. As they cannot communicate with the outside world and the social environment, they live in a withdrawn world. They should be ensured to interact with music starting from of pre-school ages. Considering the place, these children live and their socio-cultural environment, a different kind of style of musical therapy should be chosen for every children. The therapist is the half of the treating with music, and the other half is the child who is going to be treated. Children teach the therapist the style of the treatment. In other words, they are the teacher of the therapist, because these children lead the way through their interactive behavior, body language and sensory organs.

Music is a powerful stimulant, and a good educational means that helps to focus attention. Children live in their family and the society together with their own culture and social customs. When the integrity and the continuity of the triangle of Child-Family-Therapist is provided, the period of treatment will be shorter and there will be fewer sessions. The music-therapy is usually maintained with the musical instruments that plays the rhythm and the sounds at the same time. Considering Autism spectrum disorders children’s culture and the customs, the teacher should use the rhythms and the musical instruments that Autism spectrum disorders children are familiar with. Later more contemporary musical instruments can be used. Today, especially len xafon and vibrafon (ORFF instruments) that are made from tanpereman sound system are used. The trees that these instruments are made of and the musical tones of the production technique differ. Apart from these instruments, other instruments of the Turkish music should be used, and as an alternative to orff instruments, wooden and metal percussion instruments in accordance with dieses (diyez) and flats (bemol) used in Turkish folk music and classical Turkish music should be made. These instruments will be introduced made by ourselves at the end of the oral presentation session by practicing.
Autism spectrum disorders children show a big interest against the music sounds and rhythms in the surrounding environment since they are very sensitive as natural. The diversity and richness of the Turkish music and instruments are in the lead of world’s music. In this wealth of melodies, the first thing should be choosing the rhythms, instruments and patterns which are interesting for the child. The correct and useful one should be revealed during one to one interaction.

The folk songs, belly dance musics and instruments should be used first during the interaction. It would be easy to apply the rhythms in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8 and 9/8 (9/16). By using these melodies with the short syllables alliterative and incbag lamas, a great enthusiasm, interest and excitement can be achieved for children. The colors (red, black, blue, green, purple ext.) and the objects (handkerchief ext.) Which are used in the verbal Turkish music would make the treatment easier together with the melody. Examples; Seftali agaçları, ...................... The selection can be made from these folk songs for the sessions. There are also many folk songs which can be dramatized. The baglama family, davul, def, darbuka, zil, ext. from Turkish rhythm instruments, kudum, ud, kanun, tanbur, klasik kemence, ney from classic Turkish music instruments, violin family, mandolin, piyano, org, ağız mızikası, akordeon, flut from the modern music instruments can be used.

Conclusion

The conclusion is to have a treatment process which is appropriate when it comes to voice, tone, language, accent and speech forms of the society where the child lives with.
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